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NEW QUESTION: 1
A bank wants to learn more about potential customers applying
for a mortgage online. In particular, they want to understand
regional success rates on mortgage applications.
They have created events to capture the following information
from the application process:
-Applicant postal code -Applicant IP address -Loan amount -Loan
type -Application abandoned Which event configurations would
create a report to help them understand mortgage applicants
from different regions?
A. Application abandoned event with dimensions on postal code,
loan amount
B. Loan amount event with dimensions on postal code,
application abandoned
C. Postal code event with dimensions on IP address, loan type,
loan amount
D. IP address event with dimensions on postal code, loan type,
loan amount
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
An analyst is conducting a log review and identifies the
following snippet in one of the logs:
Which of the following MOST likely caused this activity?
A. SQL injection
B. Forgotten password
C. Brute force
D. Privilege escalation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is considered a shell bank as defined by
the USA PATRIOT Act?
A. An Internet bank operating in the U.S. providing services
worldwide.
B. A local bank with offices in a non-cooperative jurisdiction
which is subject to minimal regulatory supervision.
C. A bank incorporated in an offshore jurisdiction without a
physical presence or employees.

D. A bank run by a foreign holding company with offices and
staff in an offshore jurisdiction.
Answer: C
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